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I gties8 they had wagons?)

Mostly, they go on foot, but they, and toy father used to tell me tobout
* -dogs. I don't know what kind of a dogs, they were; but they used to say
they're big dogs. You don't have them around here since you don't see,
the biggest dog they have here is these' German police, but we had them
he said, something similiar only, they're big. They're big dogs just
like nowadays, these, they used to tell, me,- say, you tell me about these .great big dogs they have in these mountains, you know. But these great
big dogsi we use them for, feast the buden, and carry packs on them. They
don't lei: them pull anything, but they used to pack, and they can carry.'
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And they're used for that purpose only. .They don't use them for any other
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thing, just for burden carrying.< That's what they used. They didn't have
a horse in the% days at that time, they got the horses from the Comanches.
See>. the Comanches here, they roam south and central west and northwestern
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part of the country, these Comanches. And when these Spaniards come,
you know, when Spanish come to South America, and ^axico and.when they
came to Oklahoma when they, they met up with, something, they didn't want
to, .the Comanches stole all their horses and tobk them up north. That's
why you see wild horse up in the North. That's how you come about, these
horses, and what they call wild horse, and that's when the Comanches met
the Poncas uo in there some'place. Then, they gave them horses. TJhey
gave horses to the Poncas, and they showed them to ride horses and how to
handle and how tq care for ther.. See the P.oncas got the horses from the
Comanches. And that's how they, from then on why.they had horses. Very
interesting that part.
(How did the Poncas get them from the Comanches? Were they at peace?
They ,do trading or they must have...?)

